Feel the heat!

NEW CosySeat
by Hamberger Sanitary
Everyday luxury

The bathroom and WC have long since developed into true wellness havens, on a par with living and sleeping areas. Reason enough then to also pay a little more attention to your completely private oasis of calm?

Hamberger Sanitary has done precisely this – with the first heated WC seat under the HARO® brand. And it’s not just the trendsetting heated seat that makes the new CosySeat so unique. Rather, it’s the harmonious overall package of ergonomically superior seat design, pleasant tactile properties of the high-performance material duroplast and the proven comfort features such as the SoftClose® automatic closing system or the cleaning-friendly TakeOff® hinge technology. Being able to experience this day after day is good for both body and soul.
Wellness at home

HARO is continuing its long line of groundbreaking innovations with the heated CosySeat. The company is no stranger to the role of pioneer when it comes to luxurious comfort, having introduced the SoftClose® automatic closing system in 2001 and the cleaning-friendly TakeOff® hinge technology. So what are you waiting for? Feel the heat!

Functionality:
• Sensor-controlled heating
• Three temperature levels adjustable
• SoftClose® automatic closing

Ergonomics:
• Pleasant sense of touch thanks to ergonomic design

Quality:
• Uncompromising stress and rupture tests
• Made from the ceramic-like hard plastic material duroplast
• Hinges of stainless steel
• Retains its radiant gloss even years later

Hygiene:
• Pore-free, extremely smooth surface
• Cleaning-friendly thanks to waterproof connections
• Smooth-surfaced underside for perfect wipe-down cleanliness

Fit:
• Compatible with all universal ceramics

CosySeat

Timeless, elegant:
Its gently curved silhouette ideally complements most wall-mounted ceramics. The only essential is a power outlet near the WC.